
                                                 Housework 

1.  How do you share the housework in your house?  

- Do you take it in turns or do you have different chores? 

- Is there any household chore you particularly detest? Why 

 

2. Match objects in B (below) with terms in A.  

  

 

Now decide which objects you need to do which chore below:  

Do the ….ing   Objects you need  iNFINITIVE 
 
Cooking  
 
Washing up 
 
Drying up                                                    
 
Washing (clothes) 
 
Ironing 
 
Dusting 
 
Cleaning (floor) 

  
Cook 
 
Wash up 
 
Dry up 
 
Wash 
 
Iron 
 
Dust 
 
Clean  

A 

 

washing machine        iron        sink    

washing up brush   cooker   tea towel   

pots & pans               laundry basket    

 ironing board       sink         duster  

 mop & bucket     dust pan & brush 

   B 
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Renovation:  

Your house/apartment needs renovating. Do you hire a ‘painter and decorator’, or an 

‘interior designer’, or do you “do it yourself”?  

 

Read the text: 

Many people in the UK like "doing up" (renovating) their houses.  We may give gates and windows a 

lick (a fresh coat) of paint or hang wallpaper.  We may put up new blinds or curtains, or even change 

the carpet.  For those who are handy around the house and enjoy DIY, a complete renovation may be 

undertaken. Of course, for serious renovation it’s always a good idea to draw up plans first and you 

may need to get planning permission:  

 

                            What would you like to do to your house – if you had the time or DIY skills? 

 

Take out a carpet and throw it away 

Put in bookshelves / a fitted kitchen / a new WC 

Convert the loft (have a loft conversion)  

Turn the dining room into a spare bedroom  

Knock down a wall  

Do up the garden 

Rewire the house                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                     Painter and decorator                                                                                                                                                                                

Cleaning vocabulary 

Some people do cleaning everyday whilst other people have a weekly clean – at the weekend.  We 

may start by tidying up the house and putting things away in their right places.  If you have wooden 

or tiled floors, you can sweep these with a broom then use a dustpan and brush to sweep up the 

dirt. 

Every so often, we clean the floors with water. For this, you can use a mop and bucket. If a surface is 

particularly dirty, you might have to scrub it with a scrubbing brush.  

 

Spring-cleaning 

Many people spring clean their houses when winter seems to be finally over. Spring-cleaning is a 

thorough clean, from top to bottom!  It’s also a time to get rid of clutter – all those things we don't 

need.  We may also wash soft furnishings (curtains, furniture covers); touch up the paintwork, get 

rid of mould on the walls and remove cobwebs.  

                           ____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 


